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a

Debate.coaches develop philosophies-of forensi4s, in'part, as a result

.1) Of their personal experiences in debate competitionand their training in argu-

mentation and debate.: Unfortunately, a coach's philosophical justification. for
,r-4

-41- \,_.
. .,

-...1'

a forensics program. may often be inadequata17 and imprecisely developed in his,
'Is

t

owh mind. Rather than directing forensics activities in a manner congruentr-4

CD
' \

t...LJ with_his debating philosophy, a cRach may c sider his own philosophical con-
.

victions only in rare inatances, e.g.,- in a job interview when a prospeetive

employer raises the issue. However, in the 1970's, American universities have,

encountered extreme pressure to become accountable for their educational progfa4.
. _

i .

. r 1 ,
& .

As a consequence otrthese pressures a department's forensics philosophy is na

longer a private concern.
1

We are no exception at the University of South Car4-

lina. This essay describes the situation tthee led to the creation of our f6rensics

program, the goals established for that program, the program's oPerati6n, and the
*

results which we believe may be achieved insome degree atiany institution' of'

/-
higher education.

In the summer of 1974, the University of South Carolina created a Department

of Theatre and Speech. Formerly, theate was simply* divisfon of the English

Department; speech, as an academic major and discipline, did not exist./ Forensics,

since the retirement of Dr. Merrill G. Christopherselsome'lears earlier, had

fallen on har4 times. Consequently, debate was operated as a'student-funded gal)
4

A

that from time to time mile feeble attempts to compete in intercollegiate

touinaments.. Regrettably, the inability, to accomplish soundreducational..

4
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objectives or to.expend its meager financial resources within established

2

_guidelines resultod in nothing but_"bad mss."

Consequently, shortly after the formation of the department, a series

of discussions ensued to determine the nature and scope of the program in

speech communication. We concluded that forensics would Serve an-integral

function witpin,overall departmental objectives: However, specific forensics

,goals were not set forth, withOne exception. We wanted our new forensics

endeavors to be of higher quality and to produce immediate discernible

educational benefits.

Given the experience of those Of us who were members of the department's

speech communication division, it was without difficulty we agreed a forensics

tournament experience produces numerous benefits. W4 steadfastly held to the

concept.that tournament debating teaches analytical and organizational skills

as well'as skills in problem solving.
2

Nevertheless, we had certain reservations

regarding current forensics trends. First, we were concerned that tournament

debating is no longer an educationally justifia)le means of instruction in

delivery skills. 'Second, forensics competi tion neglects even a smatteringle

4 ,

training in persuasion. And, finally, we believe that intercollegiate
A( .

debate does not provide students with experience in handling audience situations.

At the same time we were formulating the golds for the forensics prodina",

we were evaluating the nature and scope,of our_basic course in public communication.
.

After extensive discussions, we agreed that assigned classroom,speeches are

-too limited; a need existed to provide our"students with speaking experiences

before large audiences. Thus, our public communication course and our forensics

program, faced a common problem: application of the persuasive, audience-centered,

encounter. Xritiah union or parliamentary debating, a traditl.on borrowed from

3
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. British universities. and based on the format used in the House of Commons,
seemed to be a viable means of fulfilling'and

facilitating this educational

objecAve.

The procedures used to implement British union'debating are relatively

simple and inexpensive.5 Among the most important of these is the selection

of debate topics. We chode to Poll students in the multiple sections of our

pu lic communication course. Providing students with,a list of potential

opics, wetask them to select three propositions in which they are interested-

and to indilite their support or opposition to each. The final selection is_

madeotsrthe basis of the topicsthat receive the highest number of votes

tempered b,'ythe proposition with the most widely divided student opinion.6

A second consideration faced wag arranging
a suitable facility in which

VP

to house the event. While we want to provide seating for most of our,audience;
-

we think a feeling of urgency and excitement, comes if a significant number of

persons are forced to stand. Thus, we use a limited number of Chai s -- evenly.-
-,

divided in number -- that are arranged to face a central aisle, muc like the 1
layout of the British ,Rouse of Commons.

Third, rules were established to govern the parliamentary deb ting..

Procedurally; a chairperson opens our debates by announcing the prop sitiori,

explaining the rules, introducing the speakers, and keeping order as the

debate progresses. Specifically, our rules allow for two brief opening

speeches, one in support avyl one in opposttion to
)

the resolution. Following

these presentations by membed df the debate squad, the floor is open for

comments by audience members. The chairperson-alternates recognition between

the pro and cot members. Audience participants are allowed to address the

4.
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initial speaker or .their opponents across the aisle. Much like the

House of Comnons, heckling is, tolerated;, individuals may even cho

switch sides. At thet end of the debate, the house is divided t determine

se to

the outcome. r
As with other coaches, we decided the activity was

.4

/
ortant enough td

.

merit the interest of other campus and community groups. Thus, we set_ourselves

to the task of.advertisin) the event. Using a slide of Churchill's stank in the

Members' Lobby of WestAinster Palace in London, a s ent artist created a

1 symbol to represent the event on'posters distribut on campus. News releases

are prepared for the campus and'the local press. In a day when campuses-are

saturated with announcements-orimportani even our publicity has resulted

in modest, but nevertheless discernible, inc -ases in audience size. .

On tile other hand, the educational b efit-that resulted were not

immediately obvious. The first few deba -s were partiplularlY difficult:for

the debaters who found that actual aud nces do not respond to attacks of

inherency, attitudinal motivation, and extra- topicality. Only after

continuing nega/ive fgtdback from the debating apdiences did our debaters

begin to modify their debating techniques. At 'the same time, Students in our

beginning,public communication course find that ill-reasoned, excessively

emotional, and poorly delivered remarks, although often used in public debate,

' are frequently not an effective means of persuasion. Nevertheless, our British

0/

i

/

union debates hav come to have an aura and fervorgreminiscent of camp meet-
, A I

ing*,and publicdebates of Past generations.

The educational worth of British union-debating may"best be assessed
L

.0 1

from three distinct perspectives; the learning experience for intercollegiate
p

debaters, the learning expe ience for fundamentals students, add the overall

5
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effect as a contribution to the life of the yersIy. At Carolina, our

,

.

debaters: iVtial reaction to the audience debates was less than edthusiastic.

They saw little reason to expend their efforts in an endeavor that awarded

no cophies. Their low motivational profile was accentuated htheir initial

failure to persuade or arouse audiences. As a consequence of faculty suggestions

and the satisfaction they received from publicity and audienCe feedback, qur

debaters began to significantly improve their parll'meittary debating skills.

COneurrently,. they n w make asides about having achieved a bilingual status._,

They are able to su Lsfully utilize the technical jargon of intercollegiate.

debate_ on the one hand, while, on the otter, they gave become successful public
.1.:

., .

communicators.
4

Our students of public communication tell us that they too look forward

to these encounters. Surprisingly, a significant'number feel compelled to

211.

express their views on such questions as abortion, the presidential election,

i and American intervention in the Middl>last,:7Nearly all shaipen their skills

as diScriminating listeners. Poorly delivyred, excessively mot al, undocumented,

'Or ill-reasoned arguments by either the debaters or.speakers ram the floor are

quickly labelled as such. In short, students see Ite pitfalls of which their

instructors havecautionedthem. Additionally, they have the -opportunity

4

to hear issues diecussed,andaired that would otherwise perhaps remain un-

discussed.

Prod a departmental perspective -- particularly departMental visibility%

British'union debate has been quite effective. Although we were aware ,from our

obseration of other universities' parliamentary debating programs that union
N,7 "

debatfhg possessed a potential for enhancing a department's public relations, we
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*

a

were-not fully aware of all the possibilities. Because our piogram -- as is
t -

-

the case with those of other universities -- has established andior tnhanced

contacts with other departthents and faculty members, attracted a modst interest

with the local news media, gained favorable administrAive attention, and

provided a means for participation in the international debater's tour, we

believe a detailed discussion of these beneficial effects pn the campus and

community is warranted.

Ai'Owen Peterson suggests, British union-debating allows for the use of

-,an almost unlimited variety of topics. 8"
We soon discovered-that a director of

forensics,, beyond meeting the iniihreets of "a wide cross- section of undergraduates,...

'has an immediate drawing card with colleapes in-other disciplines. They, In

turn, are in positions to Channel their departmental majots into classes, in

, -
argumentation, public communication, and peisuasion. Additionally, our

department has hoited anumber of receptions for students, admitistiltors,
,

and faculty members who have an interest in a iatticular topic. We believe

such student-faculty interaction ts healthy for all.thoss concerned. Two years

ago, for instance, we had a large delegation of students -and a facultysponsor
.

_in the ROTC.program attend a debate on American intervention in the Middle

East. On another occasion, a large group of Catholic students add their sponsor

attended a debate on abortion. In selecting a variety of appealing propositions

I6 and in hosting these receptions, our department enhancectbe prestige of speech

communicatidn as. discipline, gains debaters for the debate squad,"and re-

cruits students for our upper-level courses.

Additionally, these efforts coupled with campus newspapers, radio, and

yearbook coverage -- havebrought the dePartment praise from our university's

central administration. In fact, the vice preiident for academic affairs recently

)1'

.7 . 4 .
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told.our departmental head,that British union debating is a mere- beneficial

co-curricular activity than intercollegiate debating: He noted that despite

'the fact that Carolina's, debaters have brought home the hardware, those students

actively intrclved'kre few in numb r. For, him, the attractiveness of British

41 union debating comes becaude it involves several hundred students.

Once the campus newspaper and local print media regularly covered our

debates, South Carolina ETV began to take an interest in the event. Through,

coltacts with a director Who Is employed by the state'sETV,we.broduced two

thirty-minute brosadcasts of the debates. For the first, a mobile unit with a

crew of five to ten'techniCians Spent an enire day se;ing up and filming '

one of our on -camper debates. On another occasion, we modified the formaWand

took our debaters to the local'studio. These two telecasts covered the state

1tWith our added visibility and adminis rative support, we availed ourselves-

of the'exchange program operated by the Sp,scfi Communication Association's

Committee on International Debate and Dis ssion.
9

Last year, we hosted two
o .

',gentlemen from Oxford. Following an am g clash over the American Revolution,
. r .

.
__

we honored them, with a reception at Lace;House, an antebellum hine across

from the governors mansion used by the state government for important social.*

functions. A member of our university's governing board, the prove-It, a vice
, .

1. ---
president, a large number of our

a

university clleagues, and two to three

dozen Members of the local chapter if the English-Speaking Union were among'
* ma

the guests. 'This spridg, the English-Speaking Union has agreed to co -host

and co-fund a similar affair when two debater rom the University of

Edinburgh come to our campus. Next year, we e to secure the support of
. ,

the departments of histdry, international studie4 s
'

foreign languages, and

journalism in sponsoring a Russian team or some other unusual debating pair.

41.
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'
'Since hosting international debaters

-

and state visibility, we are now considering

inent political, economic, and scial lead

Hollis, -in his history of the Oxfgrd Unio

Leaders -- Lord Randolph Churchill, David

Nevilt Chamberlain; Winston Churchill

guest speakers Of.the Oxford society.

/: 8

as enhanced our-campus,/Community,

thepOssAllity of h4sting prom-.

10rs as guest speakers. Christopher.
.

,

, observes that numerous' British

Lloyd-George, G. K. Chesterton,

a.d,inthony Eden -- have appeared as

w 41.

1

American politicians, and leaders should be equally ,

I

.

interested fh,a college platform. Perhaps
0 the best known recent xamiple of using

(
.

well-known individuals in such a sett g was the appehrance of well OV.Cker

and-141liam F:iuckley for the Yale Union during the. Watergate crisis.' Large

1

or prestigous universities may have both the fundeand the appeal to secure

the services of . individuals _of the'nbte of Wicker and Buckley. On the other

hand,_local and state politicians, 3articularly_in electiOn years, are potential

'guests for 'the British union format. Or, fatuity members in other -disciplines.
Oft

may-be willing to debate one another in this sort of setting. The possibilities

of variations on the format are numerous.

Whether or- not a director of forensics chooses to include non-studentt

I.

Speakers, the department that sponsors British union 4ebating contributes, in some

modest way, to the intellectual life of a campus. By creating a forum in whicH'.

studenfs-may hear and debate the critical issues of the day, members of our dis-

cipline surely enrich theintell ctual atmosphere of a college or university.

Additionally, parliamenta debating serves as.a means to at end, both

for forenqcs and fundamentals rograms. It broadens the perspective of debiters

to include educational objectives and to place debating on another level_beyond

the compefitive,one: British nion-debating offers students in fundamentals

'10
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of communication an ,opportun ty to sharpen.thein skills as communicators and
a

.011/

as'discerning listeners in situations that are not as remote or artiftcial as
o #

the classroom. By pIac g educational Values upon research andanalysis, as

well as audience adaptation andAgood speaking skills, we believe directors of

'-forensiCs come a step closer to combining the techniques of logos, Taithos, aid

I.

ethos 'into an effective progi-am that not only directly ben fits students en-.

rolled in work under the supervision of a 4artment of spe'eCh communication

but the.university Immunity at large.

I
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Association, 12 (Summer 1910), 49-55. See ilso Thomas Kane, "British Union

Debating: Exercise in Utility or Futility," SCA Convention, San Francisco,

Californrk, December, 1976.
,

3Scott Nobels, 4he IsSueeof Forensics," in Fork&ics as Colinication:
4
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See Christopher H011isilhe-05forUUnion, (London': Evana-.Brothers Limitede

. .

t

ff.9657Y for an extedsivehisiorx of, the Union at Oxford:and a brief account of
-ro

.

:11 5
,

a similar society at Cambridgel,Addttipnally,,ip shoilld be noted that.the-authors
..-

had previous experiences with parliameritar(debating. The current programis, in
. .a 1

,0 %;,...

part, modeled after the long - standing and success parliamentatyforuT at-

.
1Louisiana State University.

/
5The normal cost for such an4Vent is approximately $100:00,Ifor advertising,

i

facility, and ,sound-equipthent. Receptions, if used it conjunction with the debate

as we indicate later in this.essay, vary in cost depending on the number of guests,

and type of.food andbeverages provided.' There Ire,not indirect costs for the
-04

_ -,
4 ft..

program, since ouptime is considered as a re$ularilsart of our duties. In-total;
.

1

-Aro.

tit is possible to host four pasliamentary debates eac h Oar for a coat of /
. .. .

approximately travel to and participation in one regional intercollegiate debate

_ L,
tournament. The University of South Carolina forensics program encompasses ten

to twelve debate' trips, about 'twelve tni fifteen students,. 1:and a budget pf
.

- --..
.

$8,00000 to $16,000.000 ptr year. Additionally, One intercollegiate andtwo
..

high school tournaments are sponetred annually. N.
.

6
In addition to the topic areas mentronedrsince 1974-debates have centered

on the death penalty, university suppOtt of intercollegiate athletics, gun

control, powers of the, United States Presidency, amnesty, the world food crisis,

and busing.
A-

,,
-1,

7Currintly, audiences number in the vicinity:of 400-505 per debate..

,..) 4..
Owen Peterson, 'Forum Debating,' Speech Teacher,"14 (November 1965),

286-281.
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This

,

program
,

begail with A. Craig Baird's debaters fromtates College.' .

Y .

..

.
traveling to Britain' irc1921, Currently, the assqciation spqnsors several, "

v
.0

N

r,

r
.

foreign teams tn the States and American teams overseas.

10-
Bruce Markgrafl "Th4 Parliamentary Debate *in ActioN" Speech Teacher,

-

12.(Septembdr 1963), 219%.222, tells of.usinesuch speakers at. Wesleyan Un*yersity,,

,Maddletwan, Connecticut.
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